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DOCUMENTARY
Rail Road
UHD-filmed Traveling Road Documentary, 2014, 3 x 20 min

Part1. A train and a landscape
Part2. A sweet room of memories, a train station
Part3. Analog Rail
Seventy percent of Korean territory is covered with mountains.
Across the Baekdu-daegan which is 684km long and designated
by the government as a preservation zone in 2005,
this program shows the extensive and wonderful sceneries and
people's lives and the look.
The Train
UHD-filmed Healing Essay Documentary, Release in 2015, 1 x 60 min

Train journey of the Korean Peninsula to ever be filmed in
UHD!
Life is a feeling, not seeing. Music is a enjoying, not playing.
A nineteen girl having a big dream is making a special way out and a
musician making a special journey for music. The girl meets the world
with thrill and worry and the musician has been rushing with little soul
into the life. His analog journey is starting with rest along the railway,
encountering his youth of innocence. From an emotional journey on
the train to building a memory with cherished relationships, it makes
your memory and genuineness back.

Seorabeol - A Search for the Millennium Palace
History, 2014, 1 x 60 min

Current Status of Silla’s Capital City Restoration Project and
the Direction of Restoration in Korea
The vanished royal palace of Gyeongju, millennium capital of
Silla. Solve the mystery within Seorabeol’s history!
“Seorabeol, a search for the millennium palace” is a history
Broadcast. MBC

documentary that sheds new light on the history of the sleeping
Seorabeol and envisions the Gyeongju of the future.
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Korean Fever

Part 1. Korean culture! I like it!
Part 2. Story telling about Korean culture
It is time to feel Korea’s Fever in the world!
Today, Korean wave are loved by people all over the world.
Why do people all over the world go crazy about Korean pop
culture such as TV dramas and K-Pop?
This program sheds light on the present of Korean pop culture
Broadcast. D-One

and examines the value of the global Korean contents.

Lie of Adam Truth of Eve
Current Affairs, 2014, 2 x 50 min
Part 1. Sex of mankind, How does it affect culture?
Part 2. How much do you know about the sex education for your
kids?
- Average age of the first sex: 13.6 years
- Exposed teens pornography: No.1 in the world
- The highest rate of abortions of single mother in the
OECD countries
This program examines the actual condition of Korea sex education
and introduces the alternative plan after searching the programs from
the advanced nations such as Netherlands, Belgium, France and the
U.K.

Dokdo, the jewel island
Current Affairs, 2013, 1 x 50 min

Dokdo is a beautiful Korean island.
What a beautiful island, Dokdo consists of 36 rocky volcanic
islands in the East Sea of Korea. The seas surrounding Dokdo
are rich fishing grounds. However, it has been at the center of a
territorial dispute between Korea and Japan, which Koreans call
Dokdo and Japan calls Takeshima.
This program shows the historical evidence from an objective
Broadcast. Pax TV

perspective and examines the hard efforts that Dokdo is Korean
territory.
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Documentary

Current Affairs, 2013, 2 x 50 min

Steel Route

Documentary

History, 2013, 3 x 50 min, English Dubbed / Spanish Dubbed

For the first time ever,
the documentary that contains the history of steel.
Episode List
Part 1. Steel is Power
Part 2. The Age of Steel
Part 3. The Rise of Steel in Korean Peninsula
How did steel really change a civilization? During times when all
weapons were made of rock, wood and bronze… The one with
steel gained control over power!
What was the crucial factor that decided a nation’s rise and fall?
The rise and fall of nations that followed the path of steel.
Broadcast. MBC Plus Media

Penetrating the 3,500-year history of civilization. This
documentary follows the long journey of steel, covering 8
nations across the world.
Bible Route Series
History, 2012, 20 x 30 min or 10 x 60 min

Bible Route I
8 Episodes / 30min / SD / English Dubbed
It vividly describes the civilization and the legacy of mankind
while retracing the route of the spread of Christianity in the
Middle East, Europe, Africa, and Asia.
Bible Route II
4Episodes / 50min / HD
Following the Exodus route, it focuses on the 40 years of
Israelites' lives in the wilderness and retraces the course of life
of Jesus Christ, Messiah, the Savior of mankind.
Christian Renaissance
Broadcast. CBS

2Episodes / 60min / SD / English Dubbed
It shows the early churches of Christianity in Egypt and Turkey
which were flourishing during the period after the Ascension of
Jesus Christ.
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Loving Dog

Another Family, Loving Dog!
A fine dog and a good dog is different. How could human be a
dog’s good companion? It is hard to judge a friend of dog from
the breed and the name. Loving Dog gives reflection for dog
and world vision about the recent trend of pet dog. We should
hope to love dog by ourselves.
Loving dog, that is just respect them who they are.
Good Capitalism
Society, 2013, 2 x 50 min
Like children who happily share a loaf of bread, people were
more peaceful and happy when we divided and shared things
together.
We have been through the era of possessiveness. However,
when we have to make the most rational decisions, people
choose cooperation and sharing instead of co-destruction, as
Broadcast. Business& TV

they create more good for everyone involved.
It is because cooperation and sharing are human nature and the
most rational decisions.
The Grand Master
Human, 2012, 9 x 60 min
Part 1. Taecyeon, Martial Art
Part 2. Gakdoin, Jade Sculptor
Part 3. Sagijang, Ceramic Making
Part 4. Byeolsingut, Village Ritual
Part 5. Nubijang, Quilting)
Part 6. Gayageum, Korean Harp
Part 7. Seungjeonmu, Victory Dance
Part 8. Somokjang, Wood Furniture Making

Broadcast. MBC

Part 9. Simbang, Shaman
There are the intangible cultural masters in Korea. They preserve
Korean culture, history in art, dancing, making cultural assets. From
this program, we can find that How can they continue to extend
traditional Korean culture, and introduce the excellence of Korean
culture to the whole world.
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Documentary

Animal, 2013, 1 x 50 min

Last Nomad

Documentary

Culture, 2012, 3 x 50 min

Episode 1 : An endangered Darkhard
Episode 2 : The dying tribe, Evenks
Episode 3 : Immortal nomad soul, Tsaatan
Daxing’ anling, a Volcanic mountain range in northeast China, is
explored to visit people in the mountainous area, people in the
prairie, its river and its vast plains.

A Shadow of Coexistence
Current Affairs, 2012, 2 x 50 min
It has been harder to meet rhinos and elephants due to the
indiscriminate poaching and seizure of them.
Now, rhinoceros and elephants are listed in endangered wildlife.
The incessant selfishness and greed of human being have
forced them to extinction.
This program aims to signpost to go on for future coexistence
between human, wildlife and environment through the brutal
survival of an orphaned baby elephant and a rhino with no
horns.
Empire of Gold
History, 2012, 3 x 55 min, English Script

Part 1. Gold Odyssey
Part 2. Gold, the Ruler of Desire
Part 3. Return of Gold

Broadcast. MBC
Selected by
Aljazeera
International

Gold shined brightly in 2009 so that the term "The New Gold
Rush" was coined. The price of gold began to skyrocket and as
people fought to acquire it. It has been 40 years since gold
standard disappeared in history, but the country that reserves gold
still dominates the world and the countries that try to take over
struggle to acquire more gold.
This program explores the reasons why we obsess over gold and
how gold changed the destiny of humanity. The vivid journey that
connects the East and the West, land and sea and past and
present! In the midst of all, there is the Empire of Gold.
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Salt War

This documentary will explain the changes of our minds as
well as our thoughts of salt consumption. Travel to Australia,
France, China, Poland and Japan and bring you “salt wars.”
Part 1. Salt: The White Gold of Earth
Part 2. Solar Sea Salt, The Rock of Life
Salt is a known mineral that causes diseases such as high blood
pressure, muscle cramps, dizziness, electrolyte disturbance and
the less you consume it, the better for the body.
Today, however, salt usage is diversifying and the salt industry is
emerging as a high value-added industry, but why salt?
As many different countries and nations such as Australia,
France, China, Poland and Japan discover the importance of salt
and its medical and daily importance.
We see salt in every living species known in the world. The
importance of salt can be explained to you with endless
chapters. Salt is so proficient that there is a fierce global
competition to occupy as much salt as possible of the worlds’
salt market.

Silk of Three Kingdoms - Korea, China, Japan
Culture, 2012, 1 x 55 min

Jinju, the city of silk, where Korea's silk industry has been
centered for the past 100 years but people's hope in silk is
becoming weaker.
Survey in China and Japan which are strong with silk will be
conducted and give clues to the questions surrounding Korea's
task to make Jinju strong again with silk.
Restoring the 100-year industry of Jinju with its ups and downs
will help continue the pages.
Broadcast. SeoKyung TV
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Documentary

Current Affairs, 2011, 2 x 55 min, English Dubbed

Longhorn Beetle

Documentary

Nature, 2011, 1 x 60 min

UN declared the year of 2010 to 'Year of Biodiversity.’ Korea
also legislated endangered plants and animals natural
monuments, protects them, and some restoration work is in
progress. In particular, as for Longhorn Beetle which is the
Natural Monument No. 218, domestic institutions signed an
agreement with Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of
Broadcast. MBC

Sciences and the experts has been prepared for ‘the Longhorn
Beetle restoration project.’ This program explores their habitats
and visits the site where they are restored.

The Battle of Earth, Rare Earth Resources
Current Affairs, 2011, 1 x 44 min,

What is a rare earth resource? That’s just what it is, rare soil an
earth. 17 rare elements found throughout the earth that are not
only used in the production of LCDs, notebooks and hybrid cars
but are the ‘cutting edge vitamins’ in the production of smart
weapon technology. How can we show our competence in the
resource development; for survival in the 21st century?
What is our survival strategy in the natural resource war that will
ultimately intensify with time.
Broadcast. CJ E&M
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